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According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 72
percent of Americans aged 65 to 74 voted in
the 2000 presidential election, the highest
rate of any age group. In November of 2014,
one-quarter of all voters will be 65 and
older. This adds up to a wallop of political
clout.
Senior advocacy organizations such
as AARP and the National Council on
Aging (NCOA) are reminding members of
Congress and candidates that this bloc of
voters has a particular interest in services
and programs that help seniors stay healthy,
independent, and secure in their own homes.
These include, most importantly, Social
Security and Medicare, but also nutrition,
prevention, caregiver support, and
transportation services.
The NCOA has endorsed several
pieces of legislation that would enhance
Social Security, partly to better reflect
inflation costs. 46 percent of America’s
retirees depend on Social Security for 90
percent of their total income, thus it provides
crucial anti-poverty protection. The recent
recession led to loss of income and net
worth, and high unemployment during vital
earning years of upcoming retirees,
drastically affecting individual retirement
resources. The need for programs like
Social Security and Medicare will only
increase as this segment of population adds
to the already retired.

At state and local levels, the
increasing burden of retirees has potential to
spark battles for tax revenue. For example,
it is projected in Colorado that in ten years,
revenue will cover only the three largest
programs in the General Fund, those that
provide for the old, public schools, and the
poor. Higher education, courts, child
welfare, infrastructure, and other state
services may have to go begging.
Even ethnicity can be polarizing as
the senior population swells. In some states,
such as California, most of the now retiring
“Boomers” are white, while most of the
younger taxpayers supporting them are not.
As voters, Boomers (born 1946 to
1964) are not a cohesive group as were their
predecessors who lobbied effectively on
behalf of their retirement needs. They are
characterized
by
sociologists
as
individualistic, resistant to being considered
part of a group, and even more resistant to
being characterized as “old” or “senior.” In
addition, the older Boomers grew up as a
whole progression of social influences
changed rapidly, so that the later boomers
were exposed to a different world. Most
who study the behavior of Boomers as a
political entity express doubts as to whether
they will organize around any unified goal.
It is perhaps good, for their sakes, that the
64 organizations that belong to the
Leadership Council of Aging Organizations
are already established and continuing to
work on elder issues. At the same time, it is
important to balance the welfare of seniors
with the needs of the future work force
whose talent, earning power and tax
revenues will be necessary to fund the
programs that serve the seniors.

CVEC Class Schedule——Fall, 2014
For Lifelong Learning
The Questing Intellect Never Retires
September 8---October 31, 2014
(Registration begins August 11, 2014)

Title of Class

Professor

Time of Class

Location

Israel and the Palestinians
Monday 1:30-3:30 PM
Wednesday 9:30-11:30 AM

Hartley Clark
Senior Center Rm 106
Village on the Cannon

Understanding Dying, Death, and Bereavement
Tuesday 9:30-11:30 AM

Mike Leming
Senior Center RM 106

Seeing Electric Energy as a Kaleidoscope of Alternatives
Tuesday 9:30-11:30 AM

Richard Schulte
Village on the Cannon

The Current Challenge of Religious Diversity: Conflict or Cooperation
Tuesday 1:30-3:30 PM

Walt Stromseth
Senior Center Rm 106

1964 – Reexamined Sixty Years Later
Wednesday 9:30-11:30 AM

Anne Aby
Senior Center Rm 106

Kierkegaard for Grownups: Reflections on Life’s Way
Wednesday 1:30-3:30 PM

Almut Furchert
Senior Center Rm 106

Who Are These Folks and How Do They Fit Into My Life’s Story?
Thursday 9:30-11:30 AM

Marie Gery
Kildahl Park Pointe

Britten’s War Requiem
Thursday 10:00-12:00AM

Robert Scholz
Village on the Cannon

Gratitude and Belief: Noticing the Whole Picture
Thursday 1:30-3:30 PM

Bruce Roberts and Howard Thorsheim
Village on the Cannon

Amish in America
Friday 9:30-11:30 AM

David Sudermann
Kildahl Park Pointe

The Poetry and Times of Seamus Heaney
Friday 9:30-11:30 AM

Jim McDonnell
NRC Nygaard Theater
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Fall, 2014, CVEC Courses
Hartley Clark: Israel and the Palestinians
The negotiations between Israel and the Palestine
Authority 2013-2014 had the potential to advance
the Palestine Authority to full statehood. We will
look at issues in the
negotiations, such as
the
future
of
Jerusalem,
Israeli
military bases and
settlements in the
West
Bank,
and
permanent homes for
Palestine
refugees.
We will look at related subjects like drafting
orthodox Jews in Israel, provision of American arms
to Syrian rebels, atomic bomb building in Iran that
could invite an Israeli attack, attempts by Hamas
and the Palestine Authority to unite, fortunes of the
State of Islam, Gaza rockets fired into Israel, and
rising antisemitism in Europe and America.

Hartley Clark is Prof. Emeritus of International
Relations at Carleton College where he taught from
1955 until his retirement in 1991. Half of the twelve
CVEC courses he has taught have dealt with the
Middle East. clark@carleton.edu
Mike Leming: Understanding Dying, Death, and
Bereavement
We will investigate the phenomenon of death as it
relates to the social structure of selected cultures. We
will try to gain an
understanding into the patterns
of social interaction that
surround the phenomenon of
death and give meaning to it.
Finally, we will concern
ourselves with the various
aspects or facets of death as
humans define them and with
the plans of action which they
develop to guide them as they confront death.
While this course will have an interdisciplinary
flavor as we review some of the literature created by
psychologists, anthropologists, social workers, and
medical practitioners, the primary emphasis of the
class will be sociological and will focus on the
United States. We will examine the social

meanings of dying and death, death perceptions
from childhood through older adulthood, religion
and death attitudes, the dying process, living with
dying, dying in the American health-care system,
euthanasia and biomedical issues, suicide, crosscultural perspectives on dying and death, the
business of dying, the legal aspects of dying, and
the bereavement process. Objectives are to sensitize
participants to the subject of death and dying, to aid
them in adjusting to the death of a significant other,
to help them examine their own feelings and
reactions to death and grieving, and to make them
aware of different cultural groups’ death and
bereavement customs.
Mike Leming is Professor Emeritus of Sociology
and Anthropology at St Olaf College.
leming@stolaf.edu
Richard Schulte: Seeing Electric Energy
through a Kaleidoscope of Alternatives
We will spend one session reviewing what we
should have learned about electricity in high school
physics. We will then explore (a) how electric
utilities and their regulators go about making
decisions to invest in new generating facilities and
transmission lines; (b) the spectrum of alternatives
for producing and storing
electric energy given current
interest in renewable sources
and the fracking technology
being used in gas and oil
exploration;
(c)
newly
available
means
for
conserving electric energy via
the Smart Grid, Smart Houses,
Smart metering and the Internet of Things; (d)
power supply issues related to CO2 production and
resulting climate change; and (e) evolving practices
in energy trading, ratemaking and regulation
whereby our neighbors shall be encouraged to
reduce their electricity consumption so that we, of
course, can keep getting all the electricity we want.
Richard Schulte majored in Electrical Engineering
at South Dakota State University and earned an SM
in Aeronautics and Astronautics from MIT. After
serving five years in the USAF (analyzing technical
data and testing weapon components) he spent 30
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years in the electric and gas utility industries.
There he planned electric distribution networks
and new power plants, conducted management
audits of utility companies and managed the
testing of gas-fired appliances. In retirement,
Richard helped to re-organize a successful gas
exploration and production company, operated a
handyman business, and became a licensed,
steam boiler operator. schulterjs@gmail.com
Walt Stromseth: The Current Challenge of
Religious Diversity: Conflict or Cooperation
The major religions have been a perennial source of
mutual intolerance and often violent conflict. This
course will address the heightened challenge of
religious diversity in our globalized era. It will
examine resources of the major
religions
for
promoting
interreligious
respect
and
understanding
as
well
as cooperation
in confronting
current ethical issues. It will also consider how far
renewed focus on these religious resources, along
with current attempts at interreligious cooperation
in addressing global issues of hunger, health, and
environment might moderate past incitements to
intolerance and conflict among religious
communities.
Walter Stromseth is Professor of Philosophy
Emeritus at St. Olaf with special interest in the
Philosophy of Religion. He has led several study
abroad programs that involved extended encounter
with the major religions, and has taught in the
philosophy department at Fudan University,
Shanghai, China, in 1999, consulting on the
development of a religious studies program at that
institution. stroms@stolaf.edu
Anne Aby: 1964 – Reexamined Fifty Years
Later
In many ways, 1964 was a year of transition,
perhaps most clearly illustrated by the familiar
picture of Lyndon Johnson being sworn in as
president with Jacqueline Kennedy standing beside
him on November 22, 1963 on Air Force One. By
November 1964 LBJ was no longer an “accidental”
president but had become president in his own right
after defeating Barry Goldwater in a landslide.

1964 was the year the first Baby Boomers (those
born between 1946 and 1964) went to college and
the Beatles came to America. Lyndon Johnson
introduced the war on poverty and the Great
Society; Betty Friedan’s THE FEMININE
MYSTIQUE was a bestseller.
Freedom Summer
played out in Mississippi and
the Civil Rights Act was
enacted. Meanwhile, serious
decisions about “Vietnam,”
while only a brief aside in Johnson’s January ’64
State of the Union Message, were being made
behind the scenes. In August Congress passed the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution and before the year had
ended (but after the November election) the United
States was bombing North Vietnam.
These are some of the topics we will be
considering; the class will include video clips as
well as various short readings to promote
discussion. We will also trace connections from the
1960s to today.
Anne Jansen Aby received degrees from Carleton
College and the University of Chicago. She taught
History and Political Science at Minnesota West
Community and Technical College in Worthington
for over 30 years. In 2009 she retired and moved to
Northfield. annejaby495@gmail.com
Almut Furchert: Kiekegaard for Grownups:
Reflections on Life’s Way
Kierkegaard has been given many titles. Some call
him the greatest psychologist of all time, others see
in him the melancholic Dane who was obsessed
with the dark side of life. Still others find a deeply
spiritual thinker who changed the direction of
theological
and
philosophical
practice.
Undoubtedly, Kierkegaard was one of the most
influential authors of our time who not only can
help us integrate our fragmented vision of the
human condition but also gain a fuller
understanding of our own intellectual and spiritual
journeys. This class invites you to read and discuss
some of Kierkegaard's central writings on the
phenomena of the inner world such as angst,
despair, and understanding, and what these can tell
us about the human self and its way towards
wisdom, self-insight, and a well lived life.
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Almut Furchert is a German trained psychologist,
philosopher, and practicing
therapist. A global citizen and an
avid traveler, she came to
Kierkegaard through her interest
in the existential and
philosophical foundation of the
life sciences and healing
practices. mail@almutfurchert.de
Marie Gery: Who Are These Folks and How Do
They Fit into My Life Story?
By now most of us have amassed piles of
photographs in one form or another. Photos that, in
many cases, go back more than 100 years. Or, at
the very least, go back before we were born. Here's
my idea: people pick out five to
ten
photos
that
interest
them. Then we look at these and
ask questions: 1) Who are they?
2) Where are they? 3) When
did this take place? 4) What was
going on? 5) Why does this
interest you? From here the story, the poem, the
essay, the song --begins. A trip down Memory
Lane? Probably more than that.
Marie Gery says, “Years ago my mother and I
were going through old photos from the turn of that
century. Wonderful faces, clothes, rocking chairs
on the lawn. We came to a set of pictures where
there were eight or ten people. Mother looked for a
long time. ‘Who are these folks?’ I asked. ‘I don't
know,’ she said, ‘but I know we're related to most
of 'em.’ From there, some of these folks have
become part of stories and poems. Besides writing,
I garden, read an enormous great lot, and in nice
weather, walk, listen to the wind and the birds, lie
on the grass and watch the clouds make pictures.”
voglgery1@msn.com
Robert Scholz: Britten’s War Requiem
Considered by many to be one of the great
musical masterpieces of the 20th Century,
Britten’s War Requiem was commissioned to
celebrate the newly rebuilt Coventry Cathedral
in 1962. Dedicated to the memory of friends lost
in World War II, Britten juxtaposes the anti-war
poetry of Wilfred Owen, a soldier of World War I,

and the Requiem Mass, supported by powerful
symbolic music.
The course will explore the texts and analyze the
music written for choirs, soloists, and orchestras,
pondering Britten’s intentions.
Detailed
listening will be enhanced by discussions and a
final complete performance recorded by the
original artists under Britten’s direction.
Robert Scholz is Professor Emeritus of Music at St
Olaf College, where he led five different
performances of the Requiem; he will bring the
experience of those renditions to help in the
understanding
of
this
masterwork.
scholzrc@charter.net
Bruce Roberts and Howard Thorsheim:
Gratitude and Belief: Noticing the Whole
Picture
The secret of resilience and “well-being” as we age
lies in the open and storied connections of our
whole picture of meaningful change and constancy
with others who have “been
there”. Research identifies
expressions of gratitude as
among the most significant of
behaviors for sustaining the
positive emotions that underlie
resilience and “well-being” in
the nuances of daily life. In this course each of us
will serve as a docent for noticing the sources of
those positive emotions in our own
lives. Also we will be fellowtravelers, together exploring the
responsibilities of institutions (such
as churches, retirement centers, or
classes) for creating opportunities
that enable older adults to cultivate
well-being and develop resilience through open,
storied connections with others -- including a
reciprocity of responsive expressions of gratitude.
We will discuss the power of our belief systems to
bring renewed life to these positive processes – or
not; Do you believe resilience is an individual
characteristic, or do you believe that it takes a
village to sustain our resilience? A concluding
component of this class -- a presentation to and
interaction with an older adult population of a
Northfield church -- will serve as both a testing of
our class perspectives and a possible extension
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toward the creation of new opportunities for older
adults to find positive emotions, well-being and
resilience in daily life.
Bruce Roberts and Howard Thorsheim were
colleagues in the psychology department at St. Olaf
for over 40 years. Their diverse psychological
backgrounds have served to broaden their
perspectives over the years as together they engaged
in multiple social ecological research projects.
roberts@stolaf.edu, thorshm@stolaf.edu
David Sudermann: Amish in America
The first Amish settlers arrived in Pennsylvania in
the 1730s. Yet only recently have Americans
learned to say “Ah-mish” and not “Aim-ish.” We
“English” find ourselves both fascinated and
puzzled by these German-speaking neighbors of
bonnets, beards, and buggies. That fascination crops
up in the recent spate of Amish-themed novels,
documentaries, news reports, You-Tubes, and blogs
dedicated to Amish life, even TV reality shows
featuring Amish teenagers breaking bad. Still, we
were touched by Amish forgiveness when eleven
Amish schoolgirls were killed at Nickel Mines in
2006.
Our course aims to get the
Amish story straight. It will
cover Anabaptist origins of the
Amish in Europe; social
organization and customs;
spiritual life; separation from
the “world”; the rapid growth
of Amish communities in the
U.S. and Canada; how Amish
make a living; Amish romance fiction; Amish
schools; use or rejection of modern technology. A
key question: to what sort of judgment does the
Amish way of life subject our own culture.

Jim McDonnell: The Poetry and Times of
Seamus Heaney
"Both his stunning work and his life were a gift to
the world. His mind, heart, and his uniquely Irish
gift for language made him our finest poet of the
rhythms of ordinary lives and a powerful voice for
peace.” (Bill Clinton on hearing of Seamus
Heaney’s death August 30, 2013)
We will discuss the enormous variety of Seamus
Heaney’s writing in relation to his life and ours. In
addition to being the world’s most famous poet,
Heaney was an extraordinary human being, who,
despite his celebrity, exemplified a wonderful
ability to relate to other people.
He wrote in the hope that what
he had to say would not just be
an expression of his own
private experience, but would
enrich the lives of others. While
he was conscious of the debt he
owed to his own past, both
familial and cultural, he was
also deeply grateful for the education that opened
up an understanding of a much broader world.
Although the course is a repeat of last Winter’s,
because it depends heavily on class participation, I
expect that it will reveal many new things about
Heaney’s poetry, and about our lives and times. The
texts are Seamus Heaney’s Opened Ground:
Selected Poems 1966-96
Stepping Stones: Interviews with Seamus Heaney by
Dennis O’Driscoll
Jim McDonnell retired from the Carleton English
Department in 2007 after teaching there for 38
years. He spent most of his early childhood in the
rural Ireland that Heaney writes about; he returns
there frequently. jmcdonne@carleton.edu

David Sudermann has an M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Chicago in German literature and
history. David grew up Mennonite in Goshen,
Indiana, a town where Amish have their own horse
shed at Walmart. On his mother’s side, David’s
ancestors were Amish Mennonite. They (and he)
survived the Delaware massacre of the Jacob
Hochstetler family in 1757.
dsudermann@charter.net
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CANNON VALLEY ELDER COLLEGIUM
Registration Form
2014 Fall Term Classes
September 8 – October 31, 2014
Registration Begins August 11, 2014
Complete the form below and bring or mail to: Cannon Valley Elder Collegium,
Northfield Senior Center, 1651 Jefferson Parkway, Northfield MN 55057
Include course fee of $50.00, or check the financial
assistance box. Books, printed materials, and travel when
specified for a class, are extra and optional.

For class selection, indicate person A, B, or both.

Name (A) _______________________________________

_____ Understanding Dying, Death, and Bereavement

Name (B) _______________________________________

_____ Electric Energy as a Kaleidoscope

Address ________________________________________

_____ Israel and the Palestinians (Mon PM)
_____ Israel and the Palestinians (Wed AM)

_____ Current Challenge of Religious Diversity
_____ 1964 Reexamined 60 Years Later

City / ZIP_______________________________________

_____ Kierkegaard for Grownups

Telephone ______________________________________

_____ Who Are These Folks

E-mail (A) ______________________________________

_____ Britten’s War Requiem
_____ Gratitude and Belief

E-mail (B) ______________________________________
(Email addresses to be used only for CVEC activities)

_____ Amish in America

Check if you need financial assistance ____
Check if this is your first CVEC class ____
Included is a tax-deductible gift of ___________

Check if you wish to receive registration confirmation by
postcard, not email. _____ (Email saves printing & postage.)

Those who feel able are invited to include a taxdeductible contribution. Actual expenses incurred by
CVEC per course registration average about $65.
Because many volunteer their time, our administrative
costs have always been minimal. The difference between
CVEC’s tuition revenue and total cost has been bridged by
member contributions and grants.
Register Early to Avoid Being Disappointed
All registrations must be accompanied by a check
unless financial assistance has been requested.
A
registration box will be available at the Northfield Senior
Center before August 11, 2014. If you must mail your
registration, send it early enough to arrive by August 11.
All registrations received before August 11 or by 7:00 PM
on August 11 will be treated as arriving at the same time,
and random selection will be used to fill courses if
necessary.
If the class for which you register is oversubscribed,
you will be notified immediately, so you may register for
another class. Please register by August 29. Confirmation
of registration will be sent by email or post card after
August 29; sooner if a class fills.
Class availability and enrollment numbers will be
updated periodically on the web page: www.cvec.org. The
Registration Book at the Senior Center also provides
information on class enrollment.

_____ The Poetry and Times of Seamus Heaney

Do you think you may have difficulty hearing instructor and/or
discussion in class? Check here _____ if you’d like to borrow a
pocket microphone/amplifier/earbud unit.

Cannon Valley Elder Collegium Goals
Our Purpose:

 To provide a content-oriented study experience for elder
students with senior faculty.

Our Program and Policies:

 CVEC focuses on a desire for life-long learning
 The courses of study are selected to provide rich









academic experiences in the liberal arts
Most of these studies will take a seminar format with
learners actively participating in research and dialogue
CVEC welcomes younger registrants (under 50) on a
seat-available basis
Previous formal education is not a requirement
Class size is generally limited to 15
Most classes will meet 8 times, once/week
Classes are 2 hours/session
Financial assistance is available for registrants who
cannot afford the fee (Check above)
Students may withdraw from a course before the 2nd
class meeting and request a refund

Questions concerning registration should be directed to:
Dale Sommers, Operations Director
101 St. Olaf Ave #212, Northfield, MN 55057
507-645-8673
d.sommers@charter.net
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From the Director:
What was once change becomes happy routine, and then new changes are on the way.
As I write this, we are in the midst of the third annual Northfield Summer Film Festival.
Once again we are drawing good crowds that include a mix of Elder Collegium folks and
younger townspeople and students. The discussion classes the following mornings, while
open to all, are taken almost exclusively by our age group; I repeatedly hear comments
about how stimulating these are. All in all, the film festival feels firmly installed as a
regular part of our program, and I look for it to continue for years to come.
Elsewhere, the evolution of presentation technology and the higher expectations of our
instructors and students is leading us to experiment with changes in classroom
equipment. We are making major improvements in the Village on the Cannon classroom
used for many of our classes: if all goes as planned, an up-to-date projected
computer/TV/DVD display, a new sound system, and an improved internet
communication facility will be installed in time for Fall classes. This will provide classes
at the VOC with more possibilities and fewer difficulties than in the past. Of course
many classes will continue to do well with none of this equipment, but those that will
benefit from it will be scheduled in that room whenever possible.
On a smaller scale, we have purchased three hearing assistance devices which can be
borrowed by students who have difficulty hearing instructors or discussion in their CVEC
classes. Each is a pocket-sized battery-operated unit with a built-in microphone and a
corded earbud. Several students experimented with these last spring and found them very
helpful. If you think you’d like to try one fall term, you can check the new box on the
class registration form and we’ll be in touch about the details.
Rich
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